
On the road to the Atlas Mountains at the far reach 

of Marrakech rests a humble village where a small 

community of women handcraft our crochet 

pendant lights in their homes. Crochet is a craft 

passed on through generations of women in this 

village.

To reflect their origin, the sculptural shapes of the 

Malika pendants are inspired by objects used in daily 

Moroccan life, like tagines, baskets and 

pots. ”Malika” is the name of the beautiful woman 

that made our very first crochet pendant.



We offer a fresh take on Moroccan design, capturing the country’s exotic culture and

honouring traditional craftsmanship. Our designs embrace the old and the new, combining

traditional materials and techniques with a contemporary sensibility.



WAHAD COLLECTION 

We understand that when it comes to interior design size does matter.

So whether its a Mini Wahad hung low over a bedside table, a Large Joosh centred above a dining table or a cluster of pendants taking centre stage in a cafe,

restaurant or bar ... there is a size/s just right for your space.

Custom sizes may also be available.

JOOSH COLLECTION 

$250                   $350                   $450                             $550 $250                   $350                   $450                             $550

Asistente
+13 % IVA 



Saint I       :  $350

Saint II     :  $595

Saint III    :  $595

Saint IV    :  $595

Saint V      :  $700

Saint VI     : 780

Saint VII    : $595

SEVEN SAINT  COLLECTION 

Asistente
+13 % IVA 



Colección de colores 

Select the color of  your Wahad, Joosh and Seven Saint or customize with 

a maximum 2 colors.

Our current colour collection is inspired by the diversity of

Morocco, from its earthy landscapes, vibrant cities, coastal

villages, fragrant spices and dark desert night skies.

Each model is available in either “One Colour” or “Two Colour'

formats. With the Two Colour format, the second colour is in

the bottom section starting just below the lowest ring.

Colour sample kits which include the actual thread we use for all

16 standard colours are available


